
ADVANCED SOLUTIONS 
FOR EDUCATION  
PROFESSIONALS

Start it right. Use access controls and capturing features  
to index information for easy storage, retrieval, and to help 
you generate detailed analytics. Take it a step further and 
connect your compatible imaging devices to cloud platforms 
and an outstanding information management system. It’s that 
easy! You’re now on a path to take back control of your print 
environment and begin to lay out a foundation for an 
intelligent document workflow in your learning environment. 

Measure activities to help improve efficiency

• Monitor usage

• Make decisions backed by data

• Implement best practices

• Help change behavior

• Support compliance efforts

Search, retrieve, and distribute content easily

• Index for easy access

• Track and log seamlessly

• Create a platform for interoperability

• Enable meaningful collaboration

• Align with information security policy

CONTROL AND INTEGRATE TO TRANSFORM AND INNOVATE

A strategic approach to connecting campus enterprise systems 
and devices can help create an interoperable and flexible learning 
environment where everyone can thrive. Additionally, integrating 
solutions with powerful capabilities, such as intelligent forms 
capture and information management with added security 
features can help streamline education business processes, 
address workflow challenges, and also help create a path for 
personalized learning. Leverage your multifunction devices to 
become a key piece of your Information Hub.

The Path to Digital Transformation 
Starts with Taking Control of Your 
Printing Ecosystem



THE BIG PICTURE OF YOUR CAMPUS  
IMAGING TECHNOLOGY

Inefficient print management and cumbersome business 
processes often represent hidden costs for school 
administration, added frustration for faculty and staff, and can 
be a hindrance to students. On the other hand, a more strategic 
print management approach, leveraging the capabilities of 
imaging devices and intelligent solutions can lead to potential 
savings, increased productivity, and improved user experience. 
The positive ripple effect of taking full advantage of your 
MFP fleet functionality—such as capturing information 
with metadata, added security features at different data 
touch points, and targeted storage or distribution to data 
repositories—can be a game changer for your school. Make 
your campus Workflow Smart by integrating the right 
solutions to your print ecosystem to establish a foundation 
for innovation and growth.

Are you fully utilizing your devices’ capabilities? Canon can help 
your school better manage your mixed-media learning environment. 
It can also help connect with enterprise  systems and leverage your 
MFP fleet with native or integrated applications.

To learn more about  taking control of your education print 
environment, visit  
usa.canon.com/advancedsolutionsforeducation
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